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TECHNICAL VIEW

Currency pair =>> USDINR spot

View = The pair having formed another lower top, at 71.71 this time, after 71.98 previously indicating that
intermediate trend remains downward.

Trade =  USDINR has been meandering within a range with 70.70/75 acting as a strong floor. As long as floor
holds, buy USDINR for a pop back towards 71.10/20 zone. Nevertheless, if the floor caves in, reverse to
short on USDINR for 70.50 and even 70.30 on spot basis.

Currency pair =>> GBPUSD spot

View = Intermediate trend remains bullish.

Trade =  Buy between 1.2690/1.2720 TP 1.2900/1.2950 SL 1.2600

MACRO VIEW

- Overnight S&P500 equity index hit a record high and closed in the green. We need to see a similar breakout
to all time high in DJIA, Nasdaq and even Dow Transports to signal that the bull run has resumed. Strong
corporate earnings and improving Sino-US trade situation coupled with expectation that Fed will lower rates
by another 25 bps when they meet later this week, is keeping the bull charge intact. This is the second longest
bull run in the US markets and there are no signs of it reversing. Over the past 11 years several obituaries
were written, every time the bull run paused for breath or witnessed bull market corrections, but then the
trend resumed. That is the beauty of a trend, till it lasts, it foolish to question and go against it for a trader.
However, for an investor it is a different ball game.

- Asian equity markets are also in the green except for the Chinese stocks. Asian currencies are all trading in
the green with USDCNH now at 7.06 handle. US yield curve has bear steepened confirming the risk on mood
in markets. SGX Nifty is indicating a 50 point gain for the onshore Nifty at the open.

- Rupee would be opening stronger against the US Dollar, around 70.73 levels on spot. FPI flows remains
positive and there are reports of lumpy corporate inflows by way of FDI deals and also FCY borrowing. As a
long as the capital flows remain positive, speculator will be tempted to short the USD and long INR and earn
the roll premium, aka, carry trade. However, RBI remains the support for the Greenback. However, if the Asian
currencies continues to appreciate against the US Dollar, then RBI may lower its bids and which can lead to
break in the month old range of 70.74 and 71.50 on spot. This can open doors towards 70.50 or even 70.30
on spot.

- Brent crude has inched above 61 handle and even gold prices around 1495 per troy ounce. Both are benign
and hence should not bother INR bulls.

- GBP remained in a sideways trend even as EU extended the Brexit deadline to January 2020. UK PM is trying
hard to get the Parliament to approve an election in December. He senses victory in the election with Brexit
deal on its last leg. He may succeed to get the Parliament to finally vote on the elections, if so, then it can
remove the uncertainity somewhat and provide some impetus to the GBP. GBPUSD has been caught in a range
for the past few trading session. A pullback towards 1.2700 levels would be an opportunity to enter long.
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